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QUESTION 1

Your company is considering implementing an application lifecycle management (ALM) strategy. 

You need to identify the return on investment (ROI) of implementing an ALM strategy. 

Which three benefits should you recommend? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose three.) 

A. Bug-free software releases 

B. Latest best-of-breed tools specific for each role 

C. Improved product quality 

D. Shortened development cycles 

E. Early user feedback 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

As the manager of a mission-critical application development project, you oversee the technical delivery of a software
application. 

The project has not met any of its milestones, and there are early signs that what requested. Each iteration is taking
approximately three weeks longer to finish than available is being produced is not what the stakeholders have was 

scheduled. No more resources will be made available. 

You need to reduce the cycle time without impacting commitments. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. Reduce (or remove) cycle requirements for quality assurance (QA) and user acceptance testing (UAT). Reorganize
the project team to have all hands working on development tasks until the backlog has been caught up to schedule. 

B. Analyze the complexity of the work in progress (WIP) and determine if there is any way to simplify the tasks. 

C. Work with your technical leads to remove any features from the end product that, on paper, make up the difference in
project delays. Then inform the stakeholders what you will patch in later. 

D. Create a technical oversight committee that will meet and review all project work and identify areas for improvement
for the next cycle. 

E. Identify and remove wait times in the development cycle. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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QUESTION 3

You are using the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum 2.0 process template. You recently finished a sprint. 

You need to conduct a retrospective meeting prior to planning the next sprint. 

What should you do? 

A. Analyze and revise the story points of the work items completed in the previous sprint. 

B. Analyze the previous sprint to identify what the team is going to do differently during the next sprint. 

C. Analyze items in the product backlog for the next sprint. 

D. Determine which items have been finished on the previous sprint. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Your development team uses Scrum as its process framework. The business communicates a significant change in
direction. The current sprint may become obsolete due to the changes. 

You need to determine whether the current sprint should be canceled. 

Under what circumstances should you cancel the current sprint? 

A. Team members are not able to complete the tasks that were committed to for the sprint. 

B. Major changes to have doubled the required time to complete the tasks. 

C. Impediments cause the tasks to not be completed within the sprint. 

D. The sprint goal becomes obsolete. 

Correct Answer: D 

Canceling a Sprint Rarely does a Sprint need to be canceled, but it does happen. If a Sprint\\'s forecasted work
becomes irrelevant, then there is no reason to continue developing it. This can occur if the product or organization
needs to change direction immediately due to a technology or market reason. Only the Product Owner has the authority
to cancel a Sprint. He or she may do so under the advisement of others, including stakeholders, the Development
Team, or the Scrum Master. Canceled Sprints require the Scrum Team to collaborate and decide if any done work is
acceptable and potentially releasable. The Scrum Team should also re-estimate any undone work, returning it to the
Product Backlog. The work done on partially completed PBIs depreciates quickly and may not have any value in the
future. Needless to say, canceling a Sprint will generate waste. 

Professional Scrum Development with Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 p.16 

 

QUESTION 5
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You have an ASP.MVC application running in production. 

The application is experiencing intermittent slowdowns and client disconnections on the application tier. 

You need to provide detailed execution trace information to the development team. 

How should you capture this information? 

A. File a bug work item in TFS directly from production. 

B. Open the production server event logs in Visual Studio 2012 and create a TFS bug work item from the relevant
exception messages. 

C. Install and run the IntelliTrace Data Collector on the production application server(s). 

D. Install and run the IntelliSense Semantics Collector on the production application server(s). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Your network environment includes a Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2012 server. Your
development team is using the Microsoft Framework (MSF) for Agile Software Development 6.0 process template. You
have a number of user stories logged in TFS 2012. 

Several user stories have external dependencies on an application programming interface (API) that is being developed
by a third party. The interfaces for the API have already been agreed upon. You need to recommend how these external
dependencies should be handled in your current sprint. 

What should you do? 

A. Add a resource to represent the third party and assign all the user stories that have dependencies on the API to this
new resource. 

B. Add an agreed upon amount of effort to every user story that has dependencies on the API. 

C. Move all user stories that have dependencies on the API to the next sprint. 

D. Create mockups of the API using the agreed upon interfaces. Add user stories for integration testing to the backlog. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Your development team uses Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2012 to develop and support an
enterprise-wide web application. 

The system is too large to perform a manual smoke test. 
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You need to ensure that the latest release to production has not broken anything. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

Choose two.) 

A. Create a new build definition with your tests configured for the production URI(s). Run the tests and have TFS report
success or failure. 

B. Create a new virtual machine in Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) that mirrors your production environment. Create a
new build that runs your test projects and have TFS report success or failure. 

C. Create a series of CodedUI Tests in Microsoft Visual Studio. 

D. Create a complete set of unit test projects within Microsoft Visual Studio 2012. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 8

You are the lead software developer for your company. You are using Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 and Test Driven
Development to create a new commercial software product. 

Management asks you to define unit testing standards that all developers will follow. 

You need to design the first unit test for a new class. What should you design the first unit test to do initially? 

A. test a range of values 

B. test exceptional cases 

C. pass the base case 

D. fail the base case 

Correct Answer: D 

You create the first test to fail the base case. Then based on the results of the failure, you implement the code to
achieve a pass. 

Ref: http://blog.cellenza.com/alm-2/visual-studio/tutorial-test-driven-development-with-visual- studio-2012/ 

 

QUESTION 9

Your company\\'s help desk support team comprises a single individual using an Excel spreadsheet to track tickets. 

You want to improve the flow of information between the help desk and your development team. 

You need to ensure that the lead developer receives updates only when new software defects are reported by the help
desk. 
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What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

Choose two.) 

A. 

Create a custom list on SharePoint to capture ticket information. 

Have the lead developer subscribe to an alert for each ticket that is created with a type of "software defect". 

B. 

Use the System Center 2012 Ticket Manager to capture tickets from the help desk. 

Enable the ticket integration adapter to push tickets captured in System Center to TFS as bug work items. 

Have the lead developer subscribe to alerts for his or her assigned work items. 

C. 

Create a team project on your Team Foundation Server with a custom process template to track tickets. 

For software defects, have the help desk assign the tickets to the lead developer. 

Have the lead developer review his or her assigned tickets. 

D. 

Publish the Excel spreadsheet to a SharePoint document library. 

Configure an alert to notify the development lead when the spreadsheet is modified. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You manage a project that has three teams working in parallel on a single codebase using a Scrum process
methodology. 

You need to ensure that each team can manage work separately while editing a shared code base. 

What should you do? 

A. Within a single team project, create separate iteration paths for each team. Assign each team member to their
respective iteration path. 

B. Create a team project for each team, assigning different team members to each team project. 

C. Within a single team project, create three teams. Assign each team member to their respective teams. 

D. Create a team project for each team, assigning all team members to each team project. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 11

You are planning to develop a new application. 

You want to be able to measure the quality of the code you create. 

You need to ensure that it is easy to test and obtain high code coverage. 

What should you do? 

A. Ensure that each class has only one responsibility. 

B. Ensure that concrete classes depend only on other concrete classes. 

C. Create as few abstract classes and interfaces as possible. 

D. Create as many static methods as possible. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Your company network includes a Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2012 server and Microsoft
System Center 2012. Your company launches a new customer sales portal. 

It is critical that all issues identified as potential bugs get addressed in a timely manner. 

You need to ensure that incident response times are managed across support and development teams. 

What should you do? 

A. Use Service Manager. 

B. Create a new incident within System Center and assign it to a bug work item in TFS. 

C. Use SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) to query the Operations Manager Data Warehouse and create work
items. 

D. Use Orchestrator. 

Correct Answer: A 

Service Manager provides an integrated platform for automating and adapting your organization\\'s IT service
management best practices, such as those found in Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF) and Information
Technology 

Infrastructure Library (ITIL). It provides built-in processes for incident and problem resolution, change control, and asset
lifecycle management. 
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Orchestrator provides a workflow management solution for the data center. Orchestrator lets you automate the creation,
monitoring, and deployment of resources in your environment. 
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